I have to be honest with you. I wasn’t sure how we would manage after Rump’s election. No... that was not a typo. His naked fascist brutality will exact a price on all of us, and especially people in prison and immigrant, Muslim, poor, working class, and people of color communities. We must stand in solidarity with every resistor who dares to dream.

But these last nine months have taught me something: we can resist, we can build, and we will survive and ultimately shift positions of power. Because when we fight, we win. And this year we’ve got some examples of that.

• Right now Mumia’s criminal conviction appeal is under review, and may be reinstated this year by the Common Pleas Court in Philadelphia. All of the evidence and procedures that Mumia has been denied relief on during the last two decades may be opened up for review. Mumia has expanded his legal team, and it is rocking! Joining Judith Ritter, Esq. are Bret Grote, Esq. & Jamila Morgan of the Abolitionist Law Center; Robert Boyle Esq. NYC; and Sam Spital of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. This is a path to freedom — and we won’t settle for less.

• Mumia won his battle against the Department of Corrections’ denial of treatment for hepatitis C. He is cured of hep C as of August, 2017. You were there with him every step of the way. Thank you for making this moment possible. His precedent-setting legal case is now being cited nationwide as thousands more people in prison demand access to the life-saving cure. Mumia and Prison Radio are working on a pro se brief demanding Hep C treatment that we will circulate inside prisons in order to make sure inmates have the tools to advocate for critical care. Because of you, people in prison are fighting for the life-saving treatment they deserve.

• So far this year we have recorded and broadcast 176 audio commentaries from inside prisons across the U.S., including recordings from eight new commentators: Christian Weaver, Pam Africa (ICFFMAJ) & Mumia Abu-Jamal in the visiting room of SCI Mahanoy.
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A stack of Mumia’s case files (32) in total on their way to the Judge Leon Tucker’s chambers! He wants to review the case file personally.
Robert Chan, Spoon Jackson, Melvin Ray, Peter Kamal Mukuria, Ozzie Mann Wright, Omar Askia Ali, and Charles Diggs. These are the voices of resistance — voices that don’t make it into mainstream media.

I see the successes and victories we have made possible together. And I see the abundance of work ahead that requires a long-haul commitment, an emboldened vision for justice, and a love for our political prisoners and community inside.

That’s why I’m asking you to take action today. Will you be a part of amplifying justice? I’m asking you to consider making a special tax-deductible contribution to Prison Radio today. When you give before December 31st, your gift will be matched and doubled — dollar for dollar — with the support of a small group of generous donors!

Thank you for your vision for justice. Cuando luchamos ganamos! When We Fight, We Win!

Noelle Hanrahan
Director, Prison Radio

PS- When you make your tax-deductible donation today, a generous group of donors will match it — dollar for dollar! Please give today to amplify voices beyond the walls. As Assata Shakur said: “A wall is just a wall. It can be broken down”.

PPS- Please support our revolutionary artist friends in their time of need AgitArte at CasaTaller in Santurce, Puerto Rico! AgitArte.org
SOMOS LA MAREJADA
DE LA LIBERACIÓN
FREE POLITICAL PRISONERS - ABOLISH JAILS

Hay algo que hay que liberar. Pero esta es una mente a celebrar.
Hoy algeza y mañana todo quiera, han liberado a Oscar López Rivera.
Dear Mumia:
We will keep fighting until you are free!
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